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Abstract
A single geodetic GNSS station placed at the coast has the capability of a traditional tide gauge for sea-level measurements,
with the additional advantage of simultaneously obtaining vertical land motions. The sea-level measurements are obtained
using GNSS signals that have reflected off the water, using analysis of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) data. For the first time,
we apply this technique to detect extreme weather-induced sea-level fluctuations, i.e., storm surges. We first derive 1-year
sea-level measurements under normal weather conditions, for a GNSS station located in Hong Kong, and compare them
with traditional tide-gauge data to validate its performance. Our results show that the RMS difference between the individual
GNSS sea-level measurements and tide-gauge records is about 12.6 cm. Second, we focus on the two recent extreme events,
Typhoon Hato of 2017 and Typhoon Mangkhut of 2018, that are ranked the third and second most powerful typhoons hitting Hong Kong since 1954 in terms of maximum sea level. We use GNSS SNR data from two coastal stations to produce
sea-level measurements during the two typhoon events. Referenced to predicted astronomical tides, the storm surges caused
by the two events are evident in the sea-level time series generated from the SNR data, and the results also agree with tidegauge records. Our results demonstrate that this technique has the potential to provide a new approach to monitor storm
surges that complement existing tide-gauge networks.
Keywords GNSS-IR · Super typhoon Hato · Super typhoon Mangkhut · Extreme sea levels · Storm surge

Introduction
Storm surges, the abnormal rise of sea levels as a result
of wind and air pressure changes associated with a storm,
are one of the main drivers of coastal flooding. The most
extreme of these events normally occur when tropical
cyclones coincide with astronomical high tides. Storm tides
reaching up to 6 m have been reported, with devastating
consequences to coastal communities (Fritz et al. 2007;
Soria et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2014). Accurate modeling
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and forecasts of these surges are important for reducing the
damaging impacts of such surges.
A key component in storm surge modeling is performance validation, which is usually achieved by comparison
to tide-gauge data (Li et al. 2018a, b; Madsen et al. 2015;
Soria et al. 2016; Spencer et al. 2015; Wadey et al. 2014).
Satellite altimetry has also been shown to be capable of
observing storm surges, and of contributing to understanding the forcing behind them (Chen et al. 2014; Li et al. 2018;
Scharroo et al. 2005). However, due to the limitations of the
spatial–temporal sampling of conventional nadir-pointing
altimeters, including difficulties in accurately observing
coastal sea levels (Cazenave et al. 2018), satellite altimetry
has been of only modest benefit so far.
Tide gauges are installed close to water, putting them at
high risk of getting damaged by the sharp fluctuations of
water levels caused by storm surges. Historically, there are
many examples showing that, during major storms, including Hurricane Katrina (Fritz et al. 2008a), Cyclone Gonu
(Fritz et al. 2010), and Super Typhoon Haiyan (Soria et al.
2016), tide gauges failed to record the peak water level due
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to breakdown or interruption of electricity. In addition, the
largest extremes may not always be represented adequately
in the tide-gauge data. These events are rare, and when they
do happen the highest sea level may not occur exactly at
the tide-gauge station, but at some distance along the coast
(Pugh and Woodworth 2014).
The Global Navigation Satellite System-Interferometric
Reflectometry (GNSS-IR) technique is emerging as an
in situ sea-level monitoring technique that uses data from
geodetic-quality GNSS instruments for sensing the near-field
environment, with the advantage of simultaneously providing continuous weather-independent sea-level information
and vertical land motions (Larson et al. 2013a). In contrast
to the well-recognized applications of GNSS in positioning,
timing and atmospheric sounding that make use of the direct
satellite signals received by GNSS stations, GNSS-IR for
water-level monitoring uses satellite signals reflected off the
nearby water surface that is delayed with respect to the direct
satellite signals. These reflected signals cause measurable
interference in the form of oscillation of the recorded GNSS
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) data. By analyzing the frequency
of the SNR oscillation, we can estimate the vertical distance
from the water surface to the GNSS antenna phase center. It
has been demonstrated that the retrieved water levels from
a single geodetic GNSS receiver have comparable accuracy
to traditional tide gauges (Larson et al. 2013b, 2017; Löfgren et al. 2014; Roussel et al. 2015). GNSS-IR can sense
larger areas (tens to hundreds of meters from the station)
than traditional tide gauges, and may thus capture sea-level
extremes occurring at some distance along the coast. Furthermore, GNSS stations sometimes have the advantage of
being installed at a relatively high location, e.g., on top of a
building, so they have a reduced risk of being damaged or
destroyed during the most energetic storms.
To investigate the potential of using GNSS-IR to detect
the sharp fluctuations of water level caused by storms, we
retrieve sea levels using SNR data from two GNSS stations
in Hong Kong that are installed on top of buildings near
the water surface, with a focus on the two recent major
events—Super Typhoons Hato (August 23, 2017) and Mangkhut (September 16, 2018). In terms of maximum sea level,
Mangkhut and Hato have ranked the second and third strongest typhoons to hit Hong Kong since 1954. A maximum sea
level (above chart datum) of 4.6 m, with corresponding maximum storm surge (above astronomical tide) of 2.4 m, was
recorded at Tsim Bei Tsui during Hato; and a maximum sea
level of 4.7 m, with corresponding maximum storm surge of
3.4 m, was recorded at Tao Po Kau during Mangkhut. Many
key tide gauges near Hong Kong became non-functional during these two major typhoon events. For example, all tide
gauges in Macau failed to record the peak water level during
Hato (Li et al. 2018a, b), and tide-gauge records at Shenzhen
station have a gap in observations during Mangkhut.
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GNSS and tide‑gauge data
The Hong Kong Satellite Positioning Reference Station
Network (SatRef) consists of 18 continuously operating
GNSS reference stations. Two SatRef stations, HKPC and
HKQT, were installed on top of buildings that are close
to the sea. The locations are given in Figs. 1 and 2. The
GNSS antennas at those two stations can receive both
direct signals from the GNSS satellites and the reflected
signals from the nearby sea surface, so we can use their
data to examine the potential of GNSS-IR for detecting
extreme weather-induced water-level fluctuations. In addition, a tide-gauge station Quarry Bay is co-located with
GNSS station HKQT, providing an independent dataset to
validate the retrieved water levels from GNSS-IR.
HKPC and HKQT are equipped with a LEICA GR50
receiver and a TRIMBLE NETR5 receiver, respectively,
receiving satellite signals from GPS, GLONASS, Beidou,
Galileo, and the Japanese QZSS. Despite the receivers’
multi-constellation capability, we only used GPS signals
in this study. The receivers at both stations were configured to simultaneously track GPS L1-C/A (L1 hereafter),
L2P, L2C and L5 signals. Among the four types of signal,
L1 (civilian signal) and L2P (encrypted signal) are the
legacy signals that GPS satellites have transmitted from
the beginning; L2C and L5 are the second and the third
civilian GPS signals, designed specifically to meet commercial needs and high-performance applications. In terms
of effective power indicated in the SNR data, L5 is strongest, while L2P is weakest due to the fact that the techniques used to access the encrypted L2P signal introduce

Fig. 1  Location of the GNSS stations and tide gauges; red circles represent GNSS stations, black stars are tide gauges
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Fig. 2  Photographs of the two GNSS stations HKPC and HKQT obtained from the website of Geodetic Survey of Hong Kong

Fig. 4  Schematic for GNSS interferometric reflectometry. The landbased GNSS receiver records the phase of the electromagnetic wave
of the GNSS signal, and this signal arrives both directly from the satellite and also from reflections off the nearby water surface

a degradation. We show a comparison of the L1, L2P, L2C
and L5 SNR data at low elevation angles in Fig. 3.
We obtained GNSS data in the RINEX3 format (Receiver
Independent Exchange Format) at 5-s sampling intervals
from the Survey and Mapping Office (SMO) of the Hong
Kong Lands Department, hourly tide-gauge records from
the University of Hawaii Sea Level Center, and real-time
tide-gauge information at 1-min sampling intervals from the
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission.

SNR data analysis
Fig. 3  Comparison of the legacy signals and the modernized civilian
signals for HKQT and PRN 03 (top) and HKPC and PRN 06 (bottom)

As shown in Fig. 4, when a satellite travels along its arc, the
land-based GNSS antenna receives both the direct line-ofsight satellite signal and the reflected signal off the nearby
water surface. Those two signals interfere with each other,
creating a characteristic oscillating pattern overlain on a
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long-time trend in the SNR data. The frequency of these
oscillations is related to the reflector height H . To estimate H , we first translate the SNR data from units of decibels–hertz on a logarithmic scale to volt per volt on a linear
scale, assuming a 1-Hz bandwidth, and then use a secondorder polynomial to remove the trend. We model the SNR
residuals 𝛿 as (Larson et al. 2013a)
(
)
4𝜋H
𝛿 = A cos
+ 𝜑 ,
(1)
𝜆
where 𝜆 is the GNSS wavelength, 𝜃 the elevation angle, A
the amplitude, and 𝜑 is the phase
( ) offset. We estimate the
using the Lomb–Scargle
dominant multipath frequency 2H
𝜆
periodogram (LSP) with an oversampling interval that
results in a precision of 1 mm.
Sea level is constantly changing, so a height-rate correction is needed as (1) assumes that the water surface is
stationary during a rising or setting satellite arc. We follow
Larson et al. (2013b) to correct the bias caused by this effect.
The equation is expressed below:

(2)
where d ( d = 2H sin 𝜃 ) is the propagation delay of a reflection with respect to the direct path. Under normal weather
conditions, the temporal variability in sea levels over a satellite arc is mainly from the change of astronomical tidal levels. We use the Oregon State University TPXO8-atlas global
tide model to predict astronomical tides at the selected
GNSS sites for calculating Ḣ in (2).
Due to the tropospheric delay, the measured reflector
heights are always smaller than the true geometric heights.
Williams and Nievinski (2017) demonstrated that ignoring
the tropospheric delay in GNSS-IR induces a scale error in
the reflector heights. We use a combination of astronomical

̇
ḋ = 2H + 2Ḣ tan 𝜃∕𝜃,

Fig. 5  Locations of the two GNSS stations HKPC and HKQT (yellow
dots), and the corresponding reflection areas (white ellipses), which
were approximated by the first Fresnel zone for a reflector height of
20 m and 6 m for HKPC and HKQT, respectively. The white ellipses for each satellite track are the sensing zones for GPS observa-
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refraction (Bennett 1982) and the Global Pressure and Temperature 2 (GPT2) Wet model (Böhm et al. 2015) to correct
tropospheric delay. The expression for the elevation angle
correction Δ𝜃 is described as

𝚫𝜃 =

P
510
1
×
,
×
(9T∕5 + 492) 1010.16 tan 𝚯

(3)

where Θ = 𝜃 + 7.31� ∕(𝜃 + 4.4◦ ), 𝜃 in units of degree, 𝚫𝜃 in
units of minute, T the temperature in units of Celsius degree,
and P is the pressure in a unit of hPa.

GNSS reflection sensing zones
Whereas traditional tide gauges measure coastal sea levels at a particular location, GNSS-IR senses the near-field
environment. The size of the sensing zone depends on the
reflector height, the elevation angle, and the azimuth of a satellite. Figure 5 shows the reflection areas that can be sensed
by the two GNSS antennas at HKPC and HKQT. As both
stations were originally installed for serving the needs of
geodetic surveys, they are not at strategically selected locations for sea-level monitoring. We can see from the figure
that the view of the water from the two stations is limited,
and to avoid including reflections from the land we need to
define an azimuth and elevation angle mask. For HKPC,
we choose data with elevation angles between 3° and 7°.
Azimuthally, the location of this particular site allows data
from only 190° to 310°. For HKQT, we apply an elevation
mask angle between 4° and 9°, and azimuth between − 60°
and 105°. The GPS satellite tracks shown in the figure are
those after the mask has been applied. The empty region at
HKQT, shown in yellow, is due to the spatial coverage of the
GPS constellation, i.e., there are no GPS satellites passing
across that region.

tions for elevation angles 3° (longest ellipse), 5° (second ellipse), and
7° (shortest ellipse) for HKPC, and for elevation angles 4° (longest
ellipse), 6° (second ellipse), and 9° (shortest ellipse) for HKQT. We
made the figures using Google Earth
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Validation of SNR‑derived sea levels
Since HKPC and HKQT were not originally installed for
sea-level monitoring, before proceeding to demonstrate the
potential of GNSS-IR to detect storm surges, we first validate performance under normal weather conditions by comparing sea levels retrieved from SNR data for station HKQT
with tide-gauge records from Quarry Bay. We chose data
from June 13, 2015 to June 12, 2016 to examine the SNRderived sea levels, because during this period (1) none of the
L1, L2C and L5 SNR data were missing in the RINEX files
provided by SMO; (2) no extreme events occurred; and (3)
tide-gauge records with research quality data are available
for comparison. We did not use L2P SNR data since (1) the
L2P signal is relatively weak compared to L1, L2C and L5
signals, and (2) L2P SNR data exhibit double peaks in the
LSP (not shown). Roesler and Larson (2018) indicated that
the second peak is expected because the geodetic receiver
must cross-correlate with the L1 signal to extract the L2P
data.
We can see from Fig. 5 that at HKQT the number of
GPS tracks that cover the water area is limited due to the
particular location of the antenna. Taking April 5, 2016 as
an example, a total of 30, 21, and 15 rising or setting GPS
satellite tracks for the L1, L2C and L5 signals were useful
for further analysis after applying the azimuth and elevation
angle mask. To report a valid reflector height, we impose
the following quality control measures: (1) the time span
of a satellite arc must be > 12 min and < 30 min, (2) the
normalized spectrogram peak must be > 5 volts/volts, (3)
the peak-to-noise ratio must be > 3, and (4) we discard nonphysical reflector height peaks (i.e., H > 10 m or H < 3 m).
After imposing those measures, we could produce 25, 18,
and 14 sea-level retrievals from the L1, L2C, and L5 SNR
data, respectively.
During the period of June 13, 2015–June 12, 2016, we
retrieve, on average, 25, 18 and 13 measurements per day
from the L1, L2C and L5 SNR data. Sampling intervals in
the retrieved sea levels are not uniform, and the temporal
resolution, especially at L5 frequency, is not sufficient to
perform tidal decomposition as some studies showed previously (Larson et al. 2017; Löfgren et al. 2014). We instead
use the Van de Casteele test (Miguez et al. 2008) to validate
the SNR-derived sea levels. To directly compare the sealevel measurements from GNSS-IR with tide-gauge data,
we translate the hourly tide-gauge records to the time-tags
of the SNR-derived sea-level time series through a cubic
interpolation.
Figure 6 shows the Van de Casteele diagrams for the sealevel measurements generated by L1, L2C and L5 SNR data.
We can see in the figure that the three diagrams for the L1,
L2C and L5 frequencies are all centered around zero difference, indicating that there is no systematic shift between

Fig. 6  Van de Casteele diagram representing the sea-level measurements h retrieved from L1 (top), L2C (middle), and L5 (bottom) SNR
data versus the difference (Δh) between SNR-derived sea levels and
tide-gauge data

the sea-level measurements from GNSS-IR and tide-gauge
records. Among the L1, L2C and L5 signals, sea levels
retrieved from L5 SNR data best agree with tide-gauge
data. The root-mean-square (RMS) differences between sea
levels produced from L1, L2C and L5 SNR data and tidegauge data are 18.4 cm, 15.6 cm, and 12.6 cm, respectively.
If the effect of height change was not corrected, the RMS
differences are 20.5 cm, 18.1 cm, and 15.3 cm for L1, L2C
and L5 signals, respectively. We also examined the effect of
tropospheric delay on our estimates of reflector heights and
the corresponding sea levels. Our results show that the scale
error on reflector heights caused by this effect is 10 cm: on
average, the reflector height generated from L5 SNR data
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is 6.33 m if the effect was not corrected, and the average
value is 6.43 m if tropospheric delay correction was applied.
However, after the reflector heights were converted to sea
levels, this effect is negligible as it only resulted in 0.1 cm
larger RMS difference with respect to tide-gauge records.
As shown in Fig. 5, more than half of the view from the
HKQT antenna is buildings or roads, and there is a hole in
the reflection areas that cover water due to the limited spatial
coverage of the GPS constellation at this particular location.
As a consequence, the temporal resolution of SNR-derived
sea levels is relatively poor. To test if the SNR-based technique for retrieving water levels is able to capture the daily
maximum sea level under such conditions, we compare the
daily highest water level from SNR-derived measurements
and hourly tide-gauge records (Fig. 7).
Compared to tide-gauge records, the daily maximum sea
levels produced from L1 and L2C SNR data are seen in
Fig. 7 to be biased high, with a median offset of 15.4 cm and
3.2 cm. In contrast, daily highest sea levels generated by L5
SNR data are biased low, with a median offset of −4.8 cm.
Because the errors in the sea-level measurements from
GNSS-IR are much larger than the tide-gauge errors, the
highest values from each day in the sea-level measurements
from GNSS-IR will nearly always be biased high if the temporal resolution is sufficient. However, SNR-derived daily
maximum sea levels at L5 frequencies are generally smaller
than those from tide-gauge data. This is likely because L5
signals have the least spatial coverage among the L1, L2C
and L5 signals; on average, only 13 measurements per day
were produced from L5 SNR data, and those measurements
are not evenly sampled in time, while the sampling interval
of tide-gauge records is uniformly 1 h. The RMS differences
of daily maximum sea levels between tide-gauge records and
sea-level measurements produced by L1, L2C and L5 SNR
data are 20.5 cm, 11.0 cm and 9.2 cm, respectively. Those
values are comparable to the single measurement accuracy
with respect to tide-gauge data, demonstrating that GNSS-IR
at HKQT can be used for detecting daily/sub-daily sea-level
extremes.

Storm surges caused by Hato and Mangkhut
at HKQT
Based on the tide-gauge record for Quarry Bay, the storm
surge caused by Hato lasted about 7 h. Sea level at this location started to exceed the highest tidal level of the day at
23:00 (August 22), reached a peak at 02:27 (August 23), and
returned to normal water level at 06:00 (August 23). Note we
use UTC times. During the 7 h of the storm surge, nine GPS
satellites passed across the water area that can be sensed by
the HKQT antenna (Table 1).
A storm surge is an abnormal rise in sea water level
during a storm, measured as the height of the water above
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Fig. 7  Daily maximum sea level from tide gauge records plotted
against those from L1 (top), L2C (middle), and L5 (bottom) SNR
data

normal predicted astronomical tide. The surge is caused primarily by a storm’s strong winds pushing water onshore.
Löfgren et al. (2014) demonstrated that sea levels based on
L1 SNR data from a single geodetic receiver do not appear
to be affected by an increase in wind speed, but higher wind
speeds will increase sea-surface roughness and, therefore,
result in a decrease in the reflected signal power. Consequently, the amplitude of the SNR oscillations will decrease
as they depend on both the direct and reflected signal power.
Wind speeds during Hato reached up to 28.3 m/s in Hong
Kong, which is much larger than the maximum wind speed
of 18 m/s in the study of Löfgren et al. (2014). We, therefore,
impose less rigorous quality control measures in reporting
valid reflector heights. The criterion of the minimum normalized spectrogram peak is reduced from 5 volts/volts to 4
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not. WSP represents wind speed (m/s) measured by a wind gauge in
Hong Kong. We obtained sub-hourly wind speed data from NOAA’s
National Centers for Environmental Information. The values listed in
the table are observations that are closest to the satellite arc in time

Table 1  GPS satellite tracks used to retrieve sea levels at HKQT during Hato. T1 (hour:minute) and T2 are the starting and ending epochs
of a satellite arc after applying the azimuth and elevation angle mask.
N.A. indicates that the satellite does not transmit L2C or L5 signal. ‘Y’ and ‘N’ indicate that the SNR-derived sea level is valid or
PRN

T1

T2

L1

L2C

L5

WSP

30
26
27
08
11
01
22
12
03

23:05
23:05
00:31
02:28
03:47
04:10
04:32
05:07
05:32

23:19
23:31
00:50
02:54
04:06
04:27
04:47
05:20
05:46

Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
N
N
N.A
N
N.A
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
N.A
Y
N.A
N.A
Y

13.9
14.4
19.0
28.3
22.7
18.5
17.0
12.9
13.4

volts/volts, and the requirement of a minimum peak-to-noise
ratio of 3 is decreased to 2. After quality control measures
are applied, we have 7, 4 and 6 sea-level measurements produced by the L1, L2C and L5 SNR data, respectively, during
the 7 h of the storm surge. From Table 1, when wind speeds
reached the maximum, we only obtained valid sea-level
retrieval from L5 SNR data.
Depending on the magnitude, astronomical tides may no
longer be the major contributor to coastal water levels during storms. We thus did not apply the correction of height
change for such events, which may cause larger errors in
SNR-derived sea levels. We demonstrated that the RMS difference with respect to tide-gauge data is about 3 cm larger
if the effect of height change is not corrected. But compared
to the errors in the sea-level measurements from GNSSIR, such differences should not significantly affect the final
results before and after the storms. For post-processing, if
temporal resolution is sufficient, it is possible to correct the
effect of height change during the storms iteratively using
harmonic analysis based on the SNR-derived reflector
heights. However, this is not the case in this study. Also,
we did not correct tropospheric delay as both temperature
and pressure from GPT2 could be largely biased under such
abnormal and extreme weather conditions. However, this
would not bias the SNR-derived sea levels as we demonstrated that the effect of tropospheric delay at this particular
site is negligible.
Figure 8 shows the sea-level measurements from the
tide gauge and GNSS-IR before, during and after Hato. We
also superimpose predicted astronomical tide for the same
period in the figure to highlight out the surges caused by
this extreme event and Severe Tropical Storm Pakhar that
hit Hong Kong on September 27. The sea-level measurements from GNSS-IR illustrated in the figure are combined results from L1, L2C and L5 SNR data. We first
convert reflector heights ( Hf , f represents frequency L1,

Fig. 8  Comparison of real-time tide-gauge records, sea levels measured by GNSS-IR, and the predicted astronomical tide at HKQT
before, during and after Hato. A mean sea-level value was removed
from each time series

L2C and L5) to relative sea levels hf . Second, we average
hsL1 (t) , hsL2C (t) and hsL5 (t) at time t from the same satellite
track s to obtain relative sea level h(t) as the combined
results from the three frequencies. For a satellite track at
time t′ , if sea-level retrieval is only valid from SNR data at
one frequency, i.e., we only have one measurement
( )
(instead
)
of three measurements at time t′ , then h t� = hf t� . We
assume the phase center offset among L1, L2C and L5
frequencies is negligible. We understand that errors in
sea-level measurements are different depending on carrier frequency; however, the differences in errors are much
smaller than the errors themselves. Therefore, combining
measurements from the three frequencies is unlikely to
affect the final results, but it can improve temporal sampling during storm surges.
Typhoon Mangkhut hit Hong Kong on September 16,
2018 and the surge caused by this event lasted about 12 h.
Sea level at HKQT started to exceed the highest tidal level
of the day at 00:10, reached a peak at 06:42, and returned
to normal water level at 12:00. During that period, 14
GPS satellites passed across the water area that can be
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sensed by the HKQT antenna (Table 2). We impose the
same quality control measures as Hato to report valid
reflector heights during Mangkhut.
Comparing Tables 1 and 2 for the two events, we find
that wind speed during Mangkhut was generally higher
than that during Hato, resulting in even weaker reflected
signal power. There are, therefore, less satellite tracks
for which we are able to retrieve sea levels from the
SNR data. Also, Hato coincided with a high tidal level,
whereas Mangkhut occurred at low tidal level. The sea
surface was, therefore, even rougher during Mangkhut
than during Hato, although the storm tides caused by the
two events are not that different. In addition, the seasurface roughness effect on the reflected signal is not linearly dependent on the wind speed (Drennan et al. 2005),
so we successfully retrieved sea levels for some satellite
tracks (e.g., PRN 25) with high wind speed, but we were
not able to derive valid reflector heights for some satellite tracks (e.g., PRN 10) with lower wind speed. Figure 9
shows the sea-level measurements from the tide gauge
and GNSS-IR before, during and after Mangkhut, and the
predicted astronomical tide. The GNSS-IR measurements
in the figures are the results combined from the three
frequencies. Together Fig. 9 with Fig. 8 demonstrates
that GNSS-IR is able to capture the fluctuations in water
levels caused by such extreme weather.

Storm surges caused by Hato and Mangkhut
at HKPC
HKPC is located about 18 km west of HKQT. There is no
tide gauge co-located with this site. We thus use the TPXO8atlas model to predict the astronomical tide at this location.

Table 2  GPS satellite tracks
used to retrieve sea levels at
HKQT during Mangkhut

Fig. 9  Comparison of real-time tide-gauge records, sea levels measured by GNSS-IR, and the predicted astronomical tide at HKQT
before, during and after Mangkhut

As HKPC is on land, we used a nearby offshore location to
predict the astronomical tide.
Compared to the GNSS antenna at HKQT, the GNSS
antenna at HKPC was installed on a taller building (the average reflector height is 19.7 m; at HKQT, it is 6.4 m) and further away from the water (about 25 m, horizontal distance;
and HKQT is approximately 2 m). Thus, there are fewer
GPS satellite tracks that cover the water area and we need
to use SNR data at even lower elevation angles to exclude
onshore reflections. For comparison, we take the same day
(April 5, 2016) we used for HKQT as an example, after
applying the azimuth and elevation angle mask: a total of
16, 11, 6 rising or setting GPS satellite tracks for L1, L2C
and L5 signals, which are about half of the number of satellite tracks at HKQT, were useful for further analysis. After
imposing the same quality control measures that we defined
for HKQT (for removing non-physical reflector height, we
used H > 22 m or H < 17 m for HKPC), we obtained 12, 10
and 6 sea-level measurements from L1, L2C and L5 SNR
data, respectively.

PRN

T1

T2

L1

L2C

L5

WSP

18
11
01
22
12
03
23
25
09
29
21
30
10
13

00:27
01:16
01:34
01:58
02:25
02:54
04:04
04:08
05:21
05:23
07:33
07:55
09:40
10:21

00:41
01:36
01:51
02:13
02:38
03:07
04:26
04:30
05:36
05:37
07:49
08:20
10:00
10:39

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y

N.A
N.A
Y
N.A
Y
Y
N.A
Y
N
Y
N.A
N
N
N.A

N.A
N.A
Y
N.A
N.A
Y
N.A
Y
N
N.A
N.A
Y
N
N.A

N.A
N.A
N.A
19.0
18.5
23.7
24.7
24.7
30.9
30.9
24.2
22.1
19.0
18.0

Refer to Table 1 for definitions of T1, T2, N.A., Y, N and WSP
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Examining L2P SNR data at HKPC, we find that it does
not exhibit double peaks in the LSP (not shown). This is due
to receiver type, i.e., the receivers use different techniques
to access the L2P signal (Teunissen and Montenbruck 2017;
Roesler and Larson 2018). Regardless, the L2P signal at
HKPC is still weaker than L1, L2C and L5 signals in terms
of effective power, and also for being consistent with our
analysis for HKQT, we did not use it for sea-level retrievals.
Figure 10 shows sea-level measurements from GNSS-IR
superimposed with the predicted astronomical tide before,
during and after Hato and Mangkut, respectively. Sea levels
displayed in the two panels are combined results from the
L1, L2C and L5 frequencies. It should be noted that the
sensing zones of the HKPC antenna are within Peng Chau
public ferry pier; ships coming and going may disturb the
reflected signals, causing more outliers and/or larger errors
in the sea-level measurements from GNSS-IR.
Storm surges caused by the two events are evident from
Fig. 10. Excluding the two surge periods, the SNR-derived
sea levels are generally smaller than the astronomical tide.
Possible reasons could be large errors in the GNSS-IR measurements, the inverse barometer effect which causes variations in sea-surface height due to atmospheric loading, or
both. In addition, we can see in the top panel of Fig. 10 that
the sea-level measurements from GNSS-IR are much larger
than the astronomical tide on September 27 compared to
other periods; this is a true storm surge caused by Severe
Tropical Storm Pakhar.

Fig. 10  Sea-level measurements from GNSS-IR at HKQC superimposed with predicted astronomical tide before, during and after Hato
(top) and Mangkhut (bottom)
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Discussion
Monitoring storm surges requires the equipment to be
robust against storms and able to produce valid measurements under extreme weather, i.e., heavy rains and strong
winds. Tide gauges can continuously record sea levels under
strong winds, but they are at high risk of being damaged by
sharp fluctuations of sea level caused by severe storms as
they need to be installed at the coast and close to the water.
In contrast, GNSS-IR stations have the advantage of being
installed at high locations and horizontally set back from the
water. Therefore, they are less likely to get destroyed. Along
the same line of thinking, GNSS-IR also has the potential
for monitoring tsunami waves. The time series of tsunami
waveforms recorded by tide gauges are key to validating
tsunami models, with the potential to give a great deal of
information about the source of the tsunami (Lorito et al.
2008; Romano et al. 2016; Titov et al. 2005). However, as
with extreme typhoon events, it is common for tide gauges
to suffer damage during major tsunami events, as reported
by Mori et al. (2011) during the 2011 Tohoku-oki tsunami
and by Fritz et al. (2008b) during the 2007 Peru tsunami.
Based on the available data for the two major events Hato
and Mangkut, the L1, L2C and L5 SNR data all show the
potential to capture the sharp fluctuations of sea level. Generally, the higher the wind speed, the weaker the reflected
signal power. However, no matter how weak the power is,
the reflected signal will still interfere with the direct signal,
creating oscillations in the SNR data; and sea levels can be
estimated through analysis of the oscillations that meet the
criteria mentioned earlier. In terms of effective power, the
L5 signal is the strongest compared to the L1 and L2 signals.
Our results indicate that the oscillations in the L5 SNR data
are less likely to be impacted by strong winds. According to
the information from the US government GPS web page, the
full constellation of GPS satellites will transmit the modernized civil signals by December 31, 2020. That is to say, by
then there will be 5 to 12 more GPS satellites transmitting
L5 signals, which would certainly improve the possibility of
using GNSS-IR for extreme sea-level monitoring as well as
providing a better temporal sampling.
Examining the GLONASS SNR data, we found that the
reflected signal power is generally smaller than that from
GPS satellites, and the reflector heights produced by GLONASS SNR data contain more outliers, i.e., non-physical
reflector heights, and are also noisier (not shown). Therefore, we only used GPS satellite signals. The origin of the
issue with GLONASS SNR data is beyond the scope of this
study. However, combining results from multi-constellations
would help to solve the problem of temporal resolution that
sea-level retrievals from only GPS satellite signals are currently facing, because in future there could be more than 100
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navigation satellites (including GPS, GLONASS, Beidou,
Galileo, QZSS, etc.). Our future work will incorporate other
navigation systems for using GNSS-IR to investigate both
short-term and long-term sea-level changes and their driving
mechanisms.
We have mentioned that both HKPC and HKQT were
originally installed for geodetic survey purposes, not for
sea-level monitoring. Even so, the antennas at those two
locations are still able to sense the sea-level changes from
the nearby water and to successfully capture the storm surges
caused by Super Typhoons Hato and Mangkhut. If we install
GNSS stations at strategically selected locations for monitoring such events, more satellite tracks that cover water area
would be expected. Furthermore, GNSS-IR does not require
high-precision orbit products; we used the broadcast ephemeris, which is simultaneously obtained with GNSS measurements, to calculate the positions of the GPS satellites
and the subsequent azimuth and elevation angles. Therefore,
it is technically possible to make GNSS-IR operational in
near real-time, which could provide useful information for
coastal flooding planning and warning systems, especially
in the case that tide gauges failed to continuously record sea
levels, and/or in areas where no traditional tide gauges are
available.

Conclusions
We first investigated the performance of sea-level measurements from GPS SNR data at HKQT under normal
weather conditions and demonstrated that in terms of
individual measurement from L1, L2C and L5 signals,
L5 SNR data produced observations of sea level best
agree with tide-gauge data. Second, we applied the same
techniques to retrieve sea levels during the periods when
Super Typhoons Hato (2017) and Mangkut (2018) hit
Hong Kong. Our results showed that GNSS-IR is able to
produce valid sea-level measurements in strong wind conditions. Referenced to predicted astronomical tides, the
storm surges caused by the two events are evident in the
sea-level time series produced by GNSS-IR at both HKQT
and HKPC. We also superimposed tide-gauge records from
Quarry Bay that is co-located with HKQT to prove that the
surges measured by GNSS-IR are real. This is the first time
that GNSS-IR has been used for storm surge monitoring.
The successful demonstration in this study highlights the
potential of GNSS-IR application in detecting extreme sea
levels caused by weather, tsunami, etc. We anticipate the
technique will have broad applications, especially in the
near future when all GNSS signals can be used in the data
analysis.
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